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SPORTS
WILD Start to the
Season

Lindsey Becher Sports Spotlight
BY DAVINA BELLINGER

BY MATTHEW WALKER

L

indsey becher, a freshman at csp, has had a phenomenal start to her rookie season on the women’s

basketball team. Becher has received multiple recognitions for the sport that she plays. Becher said, “I got
csp athlete-of-the-week for the first two weeks which was super cool. I definitely did not expect to get that
he minnesota wild are starting off their
as a freshman and was honored to have that recognition.” She was also recognized as nsic South player-of-the2021 season on a high note as they went 2-1 for
week, which is impressive coming from a freshman, especially this early season. Becher expresses her gratitude by
the first three games they played this year. Game
stating that she is thankful for being able to play basketball and for the overall success she is having in what she
one against the L.A. Kings started off slow as the Wild
enjoys doing.
fell behind, and they went into the third period down
According to Becher, playing basketball during a pandemic was hard in the beginning, but it became easier as
two points. They were able to pick up the pace and score
time helped her adjust. Becher said that her team was able to play with different teams in different cities which
two goals in the third period, taking the game into
she really enjoyed. Becher said, “We were able to play Wayne, Crookston, and different college basketball teams. It
overtime. In overtime, the rookie Kirill Kaprizov was
felt like I had not played basketball in so long with other teams.”
able to steal the puck away and score the game-winning
The beginning of the
goal. In doing this, he became the 3rd player in nhl
csp women’s season has
history to score a goal in their league debut during
been off to a great start,
overtime. Kaprizov also was the first star-of-the-week for
the Wild, which exemplifies how well this rookie can play. and Becher has been a
contributing factor in the
After an exciting game one, the Wild started off game
Bears’ undefeated season
two with a goal just 21 seconds into the game, which
up to this point. She
showed their opponent the Kings that they were ready
expressed her feelings
to play. After this goal, they did not score anymore in
towards the impressive
the first or second period, whereas the Kings were able to
start, the best start since
score three goals in that time. The Wild looked to be in
2009,
by stating, “As a team
the same situation as the game before, going into the
I feel like we are playing
third period down by two points. They were able to score
very well […] I just feel
the first of the two points they needed about halfway
into the third period making it so they were now only every practice has gone
really well.” Clearly, with a
down by one. The next goal wouldn’t come until there
clean record, the time that
were 1.6 seconds left on the play clock. Ryan Suter took
the Bears are spending in
a last-ditch shot at the goal and made it in, sending
the gym is paying off.
the game into overtime. In overtime, Kirill Kaprizov
Becher explained that
tried to go for another overtime goal to win the game
basketball is something
himself, but he was unable to make the goal. With 14
seconds left in the three-on-three overtime play, Kaprizov that she has always been
interested in and that it is
made a pass to Marcus Johansson who scored and won
her passion. Becher said,
a second overtime game for the Wild.
“It has always been a dream
In the third game of the season, the Wild went up
of mine ever since I was in
against the Anaheim Ducks, which quickly became a
8th grade to play basketball
battle between the teams’ goalies. Both teams ended the
in college, and I knew I
game with over 30 shots on goal, and only one puck
wanted to do it, but it was
ended up getting past Cam Talbot, the Wild’s goalkeeper.
just the matter of finding
Overall, this game was somewhat slow. Like in the past
the right school. I definitely
two games, the Wild came out in full force at the end
thought Concordia was a
of the game, but they were unable to capitalize on any
really good choice for me.”
play to earn a score.
Becher explained that she
Going into the rest of the season, the Wild is in a
enjoys csp because she likes
good spot to be a top contending team, even with the
meeting
new people who
switch from the Central Division to the West Division.
are helpful and encouraging
With this change, they will be playing teams that they
have played less in the past. This could give them an edge to her. One of the most
helpful and encouraging
considering they are a team that seems to thrive in the
groups
of people is her
back end of games, meaning that they have the ability
to out-skate teams that come out strong at the beginning team and coaches for both
basketball and weightlifting.
but can’t finish out the game with the same intensity. By
Becher said, “Personally, I
the end of the season, the Wild should be able to make
Photo Credit: Rene Elias
the playoffs and make a strong run for the Stanley Cup. feel like it is going well. I
am finally getting adjusted
to everything, and we are getting into the swing of things with a consistent schedule. A lot has changed in the last
couple of months, so with the schedule being consistent, it has been nice.”
She is hoping for the remainder of the year that she will be able to “keep up with playing games and making
more connections around campus,” and the fans that are cheering on the csp women’s basketball team are hoping
that Becher continues playing games as she has been.
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